Elk Call Kit

Kit Features:
• Rigid ABS Plastic construction
• Designed by Game Call Professionals
• Factory tuned sound board
• Optional lanyard cord available

Required Accessories:
• Blank required: 1-1/2” x 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” to 4” L
• 7mm Pen Mandrel
• Wooden Jam Bushing set: #PKGCALL2BU
• Drill Bits: #PKSB58 – 5/8” #FB78 – 7/8”

Preparing the Blank:
• Cut your blank to the desired length of this call. Mark the center of the square ends. Drill a 7/8” hole – 1-1/4” deep first then continue with a 5/8” bit centered through the blank.

Turning the Blank
• Mount spacer bushing and a jam bushing, wide end in first. Insert the blank and the remaining jam bushing narrow end in. Follow with spacer bushings. (see Diagram B)
• Use either a mandrel saver or a knurled nut to lock into place.
• Turn the blank down to the profile of your choice.
• Cut a groove to attach the lanyard cord.
• Sand and finish. Use penetrating oil for wood, or One-Step™ plastic polish for acrylics.

Assembly (see dia. C)
• Affix the reed over the reed housing-mounting pins. Lay the cover over to match.
• Insert this assembly, smaller diameter in first into the larger opening at the blanks.
• Attach A hanging lanyard cord. (Optional)

NOTE: That the larger (7/8”) diameter of the reed housing will seat in the blanks 7/8” hole

Tips & Techniques
• Made to persuade bulls to start calling. This call delivers excellent sound
• Easily manipulate the “sweet spot” of the tone board to crank out quality bugles, grunts, squeals, cow and calf sounds.